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Lands as one of the gift one supreme god which is consist of natural resources is needed by human beings. The growth of human beings which increases, whereas the large of land in Indonesia does not grow practically, it causes land dispute complexity. Government have provided some facilities to solve land problems, though litigation. Nevertheless all of the option do not solve the problems. Accordingly, there is alternative to solve this problem by establishing court specific for land which is on Plan of Act Agrarian Court. In this research, researcher formulate problem what basic are of establishing of land court in Indonesia and what factors are obstacles in establishing land court.

In this research, researcher formulate problem (1) what basic are of establishing land court (2) What factors are obstacles in establishing land court

The research method used was a normative approach to the empirical, with data from primary and secondary data.

The result of research which is done is known that basic of establishing court consideration specific for land (1) to answer fundamental principals human life which is on article 33 no. (3) UUD 1945, (2) agrarian conflict is not assumed as one ordinary problems however it has become extraordinary problems, (3) disability of litigation department and non litigation in solving land dispute.

Some of factors that obstacles in court establishment specific for land dispute for example, (1) there will not be ready court elements, (2) in establishing of court need long time and it is not yet perfect in plan of Agrarian Courts Acts.
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